Introduction.
This note concerns Theorem 2 in L. E. Reizin's paper [l] . It is proven in §2 of this note that Reizin's proof of Theorem 2 is incorrect because he inferred from the statement of the theorem that a particular function R(<p, \p) is identically one. Further, it is shown that more general R's are permissible by the conditions of the theorem and the theorem is properly restated. In §3 the existence of a function B(r), needed in the proof of Theorem 2, is shown, in general, for conditions on two functions which are slightly more restrictive than Reizin assumes. The statement of the first part of Theorem 2 (which we call Theorem 2A) is:
Theorem 2A. Given a system of differential equations (1) for which $=^=0.
//, in a certain sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin \r\ ufo, it is possible to find a continuous non-negative function B(r), for which J" B(r)r~2dr < + « and |/(r,*,*)| á B(r) and \ g(r, <¡>, *) | á B(r), then all integral curves of the system (I) in the sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin \r\ áfi pass through the singular point with a definite tangent and there exists along each direction at least one integral curve. I P{r, fa, fa) -P{r, fa, fa) I ^ C"B{r){ \ fa -fa\ + | fa -fa | ), | f(r, fa, ¿i) -f{r, fa, fa) | g C/S^X | fa -fa1 + | ^ -fc| ), g{r, fa, fa) g{r, fa, fa) I sin fa sin fa úCBB{r){\fa-fa\ + *i-iM),
where Cp, C¡, C" are certain positive constants, then along each direction there exists only one integral curve.
The system of equations (1) There is no necessity for R to be identically one from the above equations and, in fact, given any even homogeneous polynomial P(x, y, z) of degree m -1 in x, y, z which has no zeros other than the origin, it follows that a satisfactory R will be P(r sin <b cos \f/, r sin <j> sin ^, r cos <p)
It can be verified that the only admissible R's are of this form. Therefore, it follows that X = xP(x, y, z), Y = yP(x, y, 2), Z = zP(x, y, z), m odd and $ = ^ =0 is the more general conclusion to be drawn from the statement of Theorem 2. Reizin's proof of Theorem 2 must then be incorrect.
Since the integral condition of the function B(r) in the theorem was chosen with an eye to the conclusion m = \, it must be modified as follows /> TO B{r)r-m~ldr < + 00.
0
With this condition and the fact that i?(<p, \p) is bounded and does not vanish anywhere (thus for bounding purposes R behaves like the function 1), Theorem 2 can be modified and the proof can be made in a manner analogous to that of Reizin's. The degree of analogy is so great that we shall not prove the modified theorem but rather merely state it.
Theorem 2A (corrected). Given a set of differential equations (1) for which $=^=0 and if, in a certain sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin r?S,ro, it is possible to find a continuous non-negative function B(r),for which / B{r)r-m-1dr < + °o o and | f{r, fai>)\< B{r) and \ g{r, fafa\ g B{r), then all integral curves of the system (1) in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin r^ri pass through the singular point with a definite tangent and there exists along each direction at least one integral curve.
3. The existence of the function B{r). It was suggested to the author by Dr. J. L. Brown, Jr., of the Ordnance Research Laboratory, that by slightly modifying the conditions on the functions f{r, fa fa) and g{r, fa fa) one could prove the existence of a satisfactory function B{r). The added condition is Holder continuity of the functions/ and g as contrasted with ordinary continuity imposed on/and g byReizin. We show the existence of B{r) under various conditions in Lemmas I and II and then state modified Theorems 2A and 2B for / and g Holder continuous.
Lemma I. Given f{r, <p, fa) and g{r, <j>, fa) Holder continuous in the Also g{r, <p, fa) csc <p is Holder continuous of the same degree as g{r, <b, fa). With these observations the proof of Lemma II becomes analogous to that of Lemma I. These results and the previous observations about L. E. Reizin's Theorem 2 enable us to state modified Theorems 2A and 2B. Theorem 2A (modified). Given the set of differential equations (1) where f{r, <p, fa and g{r, <j>, fa are Holder continuous and for which <£(*,*) and ^{fafa are identically zero where r,<p,\p are in the region S, then it follows that all integral curves in a neighborhood of the origin O^r^ri pass through the singular point with a definite tangent and at least one integral curve exists along each direction.
Theorem 2B (modified). Given the conditions of Theorem 2A {mod-ified) and the additional conditions \ g{r, cp, fa csc <j>\ bounded in S and p(r, fa, 4i) -p{r, fa, fa) fir, fa, fa) -f{r, fa, fa) g{r, fa, ti) g{r, fa, fa) sin fa sin fa úCpB{r){\fa-fa\ + \fa-fa\), CfB{r){\fa-fa\ + |*i-fc |), C0B{r){\fa-fa\ + |*i-*i |),
where C", C¡, Cg are certain positive constants, then it follows that along each direction there exists only one integral curve.
